Activities Council acts on Activities Handbook, TCA information card

The Activities Executive Board, reporting to the Activities Council, has made several recommendations to improve the quality of freshman orientation about activities at MIT.

Handbook rewritten

They have decided to rewrite the Handbook of Activities which was mailed to freshmen this year. It was felt that last year's effort was insufficient, and that a better handbook is needed. When written, it will be distributed to all students, both to inform them about the activities available, and to inspire interest among students in activities of which they had previously been unaware. To accomplish this, each activity will be asked to submit an article about itself in the near future.

TCA card computerized

The two other efforts discussed were the Activities Midway and the TCA Information card. The TCA card, which is filled out by all entering students, has been expanded and computerized. Lists of all those interested in an activity are now distributed.

Debaters capture fourth place

The novice Debate Team placed fourth in the Wesleyan Novice Debate Tournament, held Friday and Saturday. The team is made up of Donna Moon '71, Craig Richardson '71, Bob Parker '70, and Dave Yuckman '70. The topic of the debate was "Resolved: That the Federal Government should guarantee a minimum cash income to all citizens." Miss Moon and Richardson took the affirmative while Parker and Yuckman argued the negative.

All Makes — Large Variety
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